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1. INTRODUCTION

Tourism/Turyzm is an academic journal devoted to the theory of tourism which has been published in Poland for 28 years. It features papers by academics from various disciplines dealing with tourism and it contains research findings, theoretical discussion and practical investigations as well. The journal presents previously unpublished before articles, reviews and research notes containing results of original empirical work, as well as book reviews, reports and current information. Since July 2012, the articles included in Tourism/Turyzm have been awarded ‘six points’ by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education.

Turyzm began publication in 1985. In 1985-90 it was issued once a year, in a series entitled Acta Universitatis Lodzienis, running to seven issues (E. Paradowska, Spis publikacji zawartych w serii wydawniczej Acta Universitatis Lodzienis. Turyzm, 2/2/1992, pp. 117–121). Since 1991, Turyzm has been appearing twice a year. From 1991 to 2000 the articles contained summaries in French and English (E. Paradowska, Zawartość czasopisma ‘Turyzm’ w latach 1991–2000, Turyzm 10/2/2001). Since 2001, the publication has been bilingual (Polish and English), therefore its title was changed to Tourism/Turyzm. Between 2001 and 2012 (June), 20 issues were contained in 12 volumes.

Following past practice, the present volume contains a list of all the publications featured in Tourism/Turyzm in 2001-10. These 17 issues (10 volumes) contained 95 papers (theoretical and methodological – 32, reviews – 38, practical – 23), 37 research notes, 26 book reviews, 21 reports and a number of biographies and obituaries devoted to outstanding tourism researchers.

There have been three double issues published in the past decade (15/1-2/2005, 17/1-2/2007 and 19/1-2/2009) dedicated to selected researchers in appreciation of their academic and didactic contribution to the development and promotion of tourism. The double issues were devoted to Prof. Antoni Jackowski from the Jagiellonian University in Cracow; Prof. Marin Baczvarov from the Universities of Sofia and Łódź, who spent the last ten years of his life in Lodz working at the Urban and Tourism Geography Department; and to Prof. Elżbieta Dziegieć who had conducted research into tourism geography for many years and was deputy editor of Tourism/Turyzm until 2009. Two single issues (12/2/2002 and 18/1/2008) were also special editions; one was dedicated to Prof. Bernard Barbier from the University of Aix-Marseille, who had been earlier awarded an honorary doctorate for his services to the University of Łódź and for his research and didactic achievements in the field of tourism. The last special edition (18/1) was prepared in order to promote Tourism/Turyzm among members of the Tourism Commission during the International Geographical Union Congress in Tunis, in 2008. It contained information on research and didactic activity in the field of tourism in Poland, i.e. a presentation of the Polish universities which educate tourism specialists, the major journals and regular conferences devoted to tourism.
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